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Optogenetics has been recently applied to manipulate the neural circuits of *Caenorhabditis elegans* (*C. elegans*) to investigate its mechanosensation and locomotive behavior, which is a fundamental topic in model biology. In most neuron-related research, free *C. elegans* moves on an open area such as agar surface. However, this simple environment is different from the soil, in which *C. elegans* naturally dwells. To bridge up the gap, this paper presents integration of optogenetic illumination of *C. elegans* neural circuits and muscular force measurement in a structured microfluidic chip mimicking the *C. elegans* soil habitat.

The microfluidic chip is essentially a ~1×1 cm² elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane micro-pillar array, configured in either form of lattice (LC) or honeycomb (HC) to mimic the environment in which the worm dwells. The integrated system has four key modules for illumination pattern generation, pattern projection, automatic tracking of the worm, and force measurement. Specifically, two optical pathways co-exist in an inverted microscope, including built-in bright-field illumination for worm tracking and pattern generation, and added-in optogenetic illumination for pattern projection onto the worm body segment. The behavior of a freely moving worm in the chip under optogenetic manipulation can be recorded for off-line force measurements. Using wild-type N2 *C. elegans*, we demonstrated optical illumination of *C. elegans* neurons by projecting light onto its head/tail segment at 14 Hz refresh frequency. We also measured the force and observed three representative locomotion patterns of forward movement, reversal, and omega turn for LC and HC configurations. Being capable of stimulating or inhibiting worm neurons and simultaneously measuring the thrust force, this enabling platform would offer new insights into the correlation between neurons and locomotive behaviors of the nematode under a complex environment. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4908595]

INTRODUCTION

Comprehending the mechanosensory behavior of model animals, such as invertebrate nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* (*C. elegans*), has been a critical task in model biology. In laboratory, *C. elegans* has been widely used as a model organism,1–3 due to its transparency, short life cycle, ease of maintenance, and genetic manipulation. In the context of brain and neuron related research, it is of great interest and significance to obtain a full map between environmental or external stimuli, sophisticated internal neural circuits and locomotive behavior.
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Compared to mammals like humans with neurons in the order of billions, *C. elegans* has only 302 neurons which are mostly well identified to facilitate further study. *C. elegans*’ rather simple neuron circuits, on one hand, enable the nematode to exhibit behavior of higher-level animals. For example, the reversal activity of *C. elegans* in response to obstacles was studied and found to be related to multiple neurons with high complexity. On the other hand, they provide a controllable scale of neural network that could be manipulated.

Recent advances in microfluidics and microsystems have further facilitated investigation into *C. elegans*’ behavior patterns in response to controlled external stimuli. Enabled by state-of-the-art technologies, a variety of external stimuli has been independently studied as a variable in the worm’s environment, including temperature, chemicals, food-related signals, gas concentration, electric field, and physical obstacles. When input with these stimuli, the worm was generally treated as a black box to produce observable behaviors. By contrast, the role that internal neurons of *C. elegans* play was not yet explored in great depth, probably due to the lack of means to manipulate and image neurons in vivo. Nevertheless, many interesting attempts have been made in correlating external stimuli and locomotive behaviors. For example, a mathematical description of four typical *C. elegans* locomotive patterns was proposed to formulate dynamics of the worm which freely crawls on an agar surface. In order to constantly characterize worm behaviors, micro-devices are deliberately designed to have functional modules which generate controllable stimulation on-chip such as electrodes for electric field, networked microchannels for olfactory signal delivery and chemical diffusion, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gas-permeable membrane for oxygen gradient, and sinusoidal channels of different wavelengths for undulant locomotion.

One limitation existing in most laboratory experiments, however, is that *C. elegans* is normally tested on a simple open and smooth planar substrate covered by agar or another medium, e.g., standard plate. This rather simple environment, though easy to implement, is insufficient to mimic the soil which is the natural habitat for *C. elegans*. In an attempt to provide a more soil-like environment, the concept of artificial soil was proposed, and “soil” of different forms was fabricated. Basically, the soil is composed of a large matrix of micro-pillars, in which the dimension and distance of pillars are varied. This idea was applied to study how *C. elegans* interacts with its surroundings. Interestingly, *C. elegans* was found to achieve enhanced locomotion with specific setting of the pillar structures, and particular neurons play a specific role in crawling in structured environments. Furthermore, when made of materials, such as PDMS or SU-8, the pillars were capable of measuring subtle micro-Newton-scale mechanosensation forces between the worm body muscles and the pillars. Enabled by the force measurement techniques, the locomotion patterns could be precisely described quantitatively and correlated to environmental variables, which are favored by biologists. Meanwhile, it is still desirable to advance this further by incorporating means of manipulating neurons and thus provide a platform that allows mapping of external stimuli, internal neuron circuits, and locomotion patterns.

Very recently, optogenetics has emerged as an innovative and powerful technology for optical manipulation of neurons and animals. Together with precise position control of agile nematode, optogenetics has been applied to *C. elegans* to manipulate sensory neurons, interneurons, and motor neurons. Normally, certain neurons of interest in *C. elegans* can be selectively transferred with a gene that allows the neurons to be switched on/off when projected with light of specific wavelength (or color). In practice, as long as the color light is projected onto the worm body segment that possesses the neurons of interest, the neurons can be stimulated positively or negatively. This basic requirement thus facilitates the optogenetic manipulation of *C. elegans* neurons and leads to interesting findings. For instance, an original optogenetic system was applied to study the forward and backward activities coupled with two specific neurons, namely, AVA interneurons and PLM sensory neurons. The neural excitation level was quantified via the fluorescent image of neurons acquired by EMCCD (Electron-Multiplying CCD) and the result revealed the direct synchronization of AVA interneurons with the reversal from forward to backward motion, and the activity transients existing in PLM neurons are coupled to short spontaneous forward accelerations of the worm. In a different
system, a liquid crystal display (LCD) projector was used along with laboratory microscopy and optics instead of expensive equipment to track a worm and project desired illumination patterns to worm body muscles for touch circuits. Nematodes were found to move in the form of triangles when the specific-frequency light is shed on the head and the tail, and in the form of S curve when the light is aimed on the belly. Similar to the previous systems, Kocabas et al. focused on A1Y interneurons that are relevant to chemotactic behaviors. It was found that controlling of A1Y was sufficient to force the animal to locate, turn towards and track virtual light gradients. Though these optogenetic systems are very powerful, they all used agar plate as the standard conditions for C. elegans living environment, which was mentioned earlier as not being able to sufficiently mimic the natural soil habitat.

In this paper, we report on the development of an optogenetic system integrating optical illumination for neuron manipulation and a microfluidic chip with soil-environment-mimicking and force-measuring micro-pillar arrays, taking advantage of both optogenetics and microfluidics. To integrate the optogenetic illumination, we used the same imaging and control architecture from earlier but different off-the-shelf components for the system due to the availability. We fabricated the micro-pillar PDMS array device as described previously. Since C. elegans is in a more complex pillar-structured array in this paper, we could not use the same image processing algorithm for C. elegans tracking and skeleton extraction. Therefore, we proposed a customized algorithm to isolate the worm from its surrounding pillars, and track and extract its skeleton automatically, based on which patterned illumination is generated and projected onto its different body segments. We have recently introduced the concept of a system combining optogenetics and environment-mimicking microsystem. In the following, we provide a full description of the integration and demonstrate its application to the collection of biologically relevant experimental data linking optical stimulation with force measurements and locomotive patterns. We believe that this integrated system holds the potential to function as an enhanced research platform, for the first time to our knowledge, to complete the information flow with capability of quantitative description between structured environment, internal neuron circuits, and locomotive behaviors.

METHODS
Microfluidic device design and fabrication

The device design and fabrication follows the exact procedures as described before. For completeness, the design and fabrication are briefly described here. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the device is composed of a matrix of PDMS micro-pillars extending from the bottom of a PDMS channel and a glass coverslip covering the top. Each pillar bends as a cantilever beam when the worm touches it in motion. To allow the free end of the beam to bend without unwanted interference, the sidewalls of the channel are designed 20 μm higher than the top of the pillars. This keeps the coverslip supported by the sidewall clear of the pillar tip. The channel has two open ends, one for loading of C. elegans and the other for nematode extraction. When the light

![FIG. 1. The micro-device. (a) Conceptual illustration of the device with PDMS micro-pillars mimicking the C. elegans environment and measuring mechanosensation force via those pillars in touch with the worm. Patterned illumination can be projected on selected segments of the worm body for neural manipulation. Top view of the PDMS pillars in lattice configuration (b) and honeycomb configuration (c) under optical microscope. Inset: zoom-in view of the micro-pillars.](image-url)
source is switched on, structured illumination is projected onto specific body segments of the worm through the transparent glass lid.

To mimic the living environment, two different pillar configurations are designed as described before. These include a “lattice” (LC) design, in which the pillars are arranged in a square lattice grid structure (Fig. 1(b)), and a “honeycomb” (HC) design, in which the pillars are arranged in a hexagonal formation (Fig. 1(c)). The pillar dimensions are set to 100 \( \mu m \) height and 60 \( \mu m \) diameter for both configurations (see the inset in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)). The micro-pillars are fabricated of PDMS using the standard soft lithography technique with procedures detailed previously.\(^{33}\) To allow sufficient space for the worm to move, the micro-pillar matrix spans \( 1 \times 1 \, \text{cm}^2 \). Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show optical microscopy images of the pillar arrays for the two configurations. As the device is transparent for imaging and the micro-pillars each act as a vision-based force sensor, locomotion metrics such as the undulation frequency, amplitude, speed, and touch force can be retrieved via image processing in association with the optogenetic illumination.

**Experimental setup**

To incorporate the optogenetic illumination into the micro-device, the system ought to have four key modules in its architecture, as shown in Fig. 2(a). These modules essentially function to answer four basic questions. (i) What optogenetic illumination pattern to project? This question is answered by computer vision, whose core task is to constantly image the worm and extract its body segments, and subsequently generate a proper illumination pattern in association with the location of body segments that possess neurons of interest. (ii) Once one has the illumination pattern, how to project it onto *C. elegans*? This is addressed by a set of optical hardware devices, here collectively classified as optogenetic illumination, which convert the computer-generated light pattern from an artificial digital image to physical light, and project the light onto the nematode body via precise optics. (iii) Since the worm is actively moving, how to keep it in the field of view so that the previous questions are solvable? To answer this question, a module of mechanical actuation is required to physically bring the worm back in view in compensation for its instantaneous offset in motion. (iv) Finally, how to obtain its locomotion metrics? This question is then answered by the post-processing module previously reported.\(^{34}\) which analyzes time-stamped image sequences obtained in (i).

Note that the first three modules work together as an online system, while the fourth module works offline. Therefore, it is necessary to synchronize the image sequences used in the offline processing and the illumination pattern image sequences generated online, which can be achieved by placing and comparing time stamps on the two image sequences. In the sequel, only the first three modules need embodiment in the experimental setup.

![FIG. 2. Experimental setup. (a) Overall system architecture of the platform. It includes four key modules: optogenetic illumination for neural manipulation, computer vision for illumination pattern alignment, mechanical actuation for *C. elegans* tracking, and post processing for offline force measurement. The blocks of the same module are labeled by identical color. (b) Schematic experimental setup of the platform. Note the microscope condenser provides bright-field light, the projector provides optogenetic light, the motorized stage actuates tracking of *C. elegans*, and the computer controls the hardware elements (e.g., camera, stage, and projector) and relevant image processing software.](image-url)
To integrate the optogenetic illumination, we use the same imaging and control architecture (Fig. 2(b)) but different off-the-shelf components for the system due to availability. An inverted fluorescent microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-U) is used as a precise optical platform with readily available optical path for imaging and light projection. The standard fluorescent optical train is removed to free space for the installation of the custom optics, which allows an external projector to project optogenetic illumination onto the C. elegans sample. The light emitted from the projector horizontally passes through a tube lens (TI-BPU Back Port Unit) mounted on the back port of the microscope base, and is reflected upwards by a 705-nm dichroic (Semrock FF705-Di02) and focused by a 4× objective before reaching the sample. To image the sample, the microscope condenser provides bright-field illumination and the light passes the dichroic downwards, through built-in optics residing in the microscope base to be captured by a CCD camera (Basler Aca640-120 gm) connected to the side port. The worm sample is placed on the PDMS micro-device, which is firmly attached via a custom-made holder to a 3D Cartesian motorized stage (Sutter MP-285). Mounted on a custom support, the stage with 25 mm motion range in each direction can move at a resolution up to 40 nm and a speed up to 2.5 mm/s, satisfying the stringent requirement in both accuracy and speed to track the agile nematodes. Meanwhile, the projector, camera, and stage are all wired to a computer, which is equipped with customized LabVIEW algorithm and graphical user interface (GUI) to facilitate monitoring and control of the whole system. The setup, with exception of the computer, rests on an anti-vibration table (Zolix ZVB30-10) to minimize dynamic environmental noise.

**Setting for optogenetic illumination**

In our system, we choose a digital light processing (DLP) projector (Acer D101E, 2500 lumen) for pattern illumination due to availability and convenience. Both LCD and DLP projectors are able to generate sufficiently high-power light with acceptable contrast to activate the neurons, but DLP projectors are less expensive. Additionally, DLP projectors are not toned to be modified by adding extra optics in the light path to solve the convergence problem, which exists in LCD projectors when the projected image is too small such as is the case in our system. For certain color of illumination, its intensity is adjusted by varying the pixel values of RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) components. During the optical customization, two goals need to be met: (i) The object plane of the camera needs to overlap with the project image plane on the micro-device surface. This is to ensure that the two optical paths, one by the internal microscopy imaging system and the other by the external light projection system, can be identical in a range so when the worm is imaged in focus, a sharp illumination pattern can be projected onto its body. To do this, we adopt the “infinity-corrected” microscopy configuration, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, we remove the zoom lens of the projector, then place the projector in a position so that its primary project image plane is in a distance of focal length of the tube lens. On the other side, facilitated by the infinite space between the tube lens and the microscope objective, one has the freedom to place the dichroic mirror in the optical path, overcoming the restriction of limited physical space left by taking the fluorescence train out.

![Optical setting](image)  
**FIG. 3.** Optical setting. (a) Configuration for infinity-corrected microscope systems. (b) Snapshot of synchronized focus of the camera imaging and the projected pattern. Note the projected pattern resembles the contour of a worm body, but is not of identical dimension. Here, the picture was photographed by a color cooled digital camera DS-Ri1 to allow observation of the multi-color illumination patterns.
The second goal is to correctly align the camera image plane with the projector plane. This is to ensure the illumination pattern is projected onto the right segment of the worm body precisely by correcting the projection distortion caused by the inevitable misalignment of two optical paths in practice. Detailed procedures can be found elsewhere\(^\text{39}\) and are omitted here. Fig. 3(b) shows one example snapshot for an in-focus projected pattern and camera image of the pillar surface, showing good alignment.

**Computer vision for generating illumination patterns**

Image sequences of a moving worm during experiments are captured by the microscope camera. Based on the image sequences, the control system has two main tasks in image processing: (i) to visually identify and track a worm and (ii) to obtain the body skeleton of a worm so as to generate the color pattern in association with its different body segments. One common and key challenge for these two tasks is how to isolate the worm from its micropillar array background. To address this challenge, we propose a customized algorithm to isolate the worm body from its surrounding pillars. Before applying the algorithm, we downsample the original-sized image (Fig. 4(a)) by reducing both its length and width by half. By doing so, small noise is removed from the original image and the computational burden for the algorithm is reduced. Based on the down-sampled image, the first step is to threshold the gray-level image and then retains the greatest white object (Fig. 4(b)) to isolate the worm and touched pillars from the background. For this, our setup uses a local adaptive thresholding method.\(^\text{46}\) To isolate the worm from its touching pillars (starting from Fig. 4(b)), we select the small, black, and isolated objects representing the pillars and then take inverse transformation to obtain the resultant image, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Furthermore, black-holes shown in Fig. 4(b) are filled, leading to the image shown in Fig. 4(d). After subtracting Fig. 4(c) from Fig. 4(d), a well-defined white object representing the isolated worm body is obtained.

Using this object, the worm is tracked through its centroid, and the skeleton extract from one end (head) to the other (tail). Compared to other work,\(^\text{39,40}\) the worm body is not perfectly smooth due to the contact between the body and pillars, resulting in a skeleton with some false branches. Therefore, the skeleton is further smoothed\(^\text{47}\) so as to keep only the longest (main) one among multiple branches. This is processed through MATLAB script and takes on average 0.02 s on our PC (3.10 GHz CPU, 8 GB memory), having insignificant effect on the computation speed. Subsequently, along the clean skeleton of the worm, its body is divided into certain number (i.e., four in this paper) of segments (Fig. 4(f)). For each segment, the desired color can be generated and the whole illumination pattern (Fig. 4(g)) is thus formed and sent to the projector for display.

In this paper, as the background is more complex, the entire image processing in the LabVIEW-based GUI control software takes about 70 ms for one loop, during which the worm may have moved 10.5 \(\mu\)m at a typical crawling speed of 150 \(\mu\)m/s (Ref. 33) before the stage catches up with the worm. To compensate for this offset, we deliberately set the illumination pattern greater than the contour of the worm.

**FIG. 4.** Main steps for the customized image processing algorithm. (a) The original image. (b) The greatest white object selected from the binary image obtained by a local thresholding method. (c) Pillars separated from the greatest white object. (d) Black-holes in the greatest white object are filled. (e) Isolated worm body after subtracting (c) from (d). (f) Extracted and smoothed skeleton of the worm body, which is then divided into (e.g., four) segments. (g) Generated optogenetic illumination pattern using information in (e) and (f). Note the color for each segment can be varied or switched on/off at will.
Experimental methods

Before experiments, the PDMS surface was rendered hydrophilic through oxygen plasma treatment by a corona wand (Electro-Technic Products), and then moisturized by several drops of de-ionized (DI) water to provide an amenable living environment for *C. elegans*. The device was then mounted on the holder which is attached to the motorized stage, and the initial position of the stage was carefully adjusted so that later the stage can be motorized to cover the whole pillar-area. Once ready, a single worm was transferred carefully via a platinum probe from the nematode growth medium (NGM) to the micro-pillar device through the loading area, and then given at least 5 min to acclimatize to the pillar structure. Next, the stage is manually moved so that the worm is brought into the field of view. The software is commanded via the GUI to move the stage automatically by visual-tracking of the worm, and the illumination was on-the-fly switched on/off with proper settings of intensity and pattern. The illumination “on” time can be technically adjusted with no upper bound, but normally under 1 min (i.e., at seconds to 10-s scale) according to literature.39 In the course of automatic tracking and light projecting, the worm was also filmed and the video clips were analyzed offline for contact force and locomotion pattern analysis.

Our long-term goal is to collect ample of data for conclusive biological findings. In this paper, however, we aim to demonstrate the successful running of the integrated system and its application in biologically relevant data collection. Therefore, simply using wild-type *C. elegans* in experiment, we showcased adult worm for demonstration of illumination and force measurement in LC design, and L4 stage worm for observation of locomotion patterns under illumination in LC and HC designs. Wild-type worms were Bristol strain (N2) in this work; cultivated under standard conditions and fed OP50 bacteria on NGM according to Brenner.1 All experiments were conducted at room temperature (20°C).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Force measurement for adult wild-type worm under white light illumination

Automatic tracking of nematode proceeded well to keep the worm inside the field of view by commanding the stage correctly. The illumination pattern was generated in line with the image processing results of the body segments and white light was commanded to be projected onto the head segment. Mostly, the body skeleton could be recognized clearly without significant artifacts and the white light pattern was correctly generated and projected onto the desired body segments. The saved image sequences were analyzed for force measurement offline33 and the results are presented here.

Fig. 5 shows several time-elapsed image sequences of a moving *C. elegans* under white light illumination onto its head segment. In each sequence, to better indicate the illustration pattern and location, we rendered false-color representing the white light pattern generated by the algorithm onto the head segment. To demonstrate the force measurement, we plot four circles representing four example pillars that engaged with different worm body segments during the imaging time, and superimpose the forces with magnitude and direction on top of the contact point. A 3.5 s long video clip was processed in the same manner.48

![FIG. 5. A wild-type *C. elegans* moves in the micro-pillar array under white light projected on its anterior (head) body segment. Pillar center-to-center distance is 140 μm. The white false-color represents white light projected on the worm head area. Different color-outlined circles are in contact with different worm body segments. The arrows pointing from the circle centers plot the force magnitude and direction.](image-url)
The time-elapsed force magnitude for the four pillars during the 3.5 s period is shown in Fig. 6. Compared to the case reported earlier, where there was no extra white light projected on the head segment, the average force was \( \sim 2 \times \) greater and the maximum force level was \( \sim 1.3 \times \) greater in this experiment for the same LC design. We hypothesize that this increase in force level is caused by the observed enhanced energetic activity of the worm under intensified illumination. In other words, when a worm attempts to avoid strong radiation such as 2500 lux white light, it tries to excite its body muscles to escape the spot, therefore exerting greater force levels. Meanwhile, the maximum force always occurred when the middle part of the worm body contacted with the sensing pillar, such as reported for the case when no light was projected, suggesting that the worm inherently has the strongest muscles in that part and uses them regardless of the environmental situation.

Each curve in Fig. 6 represents the time-elapsed instantaneous touching force generated by the moving body of the sample worm. It shows rather significant variations compared to the reported data earlier, which measured the force at 5 Hz. According to our force measurement method, the significant variations between the data points in each curve are not mainly attributed to measurement noises. We believe these are the real signal variations. Actually, in the work of Doll et al., higher-degree variations were observed in their experiment where the force sensing frequency was much higher than 14 Hz, which was used in our experiment. This indicates that a higher sensing frequency is able to reveal more detailed or fluctuating force information, a common sense in the field of signal processing.

**Locomotive behavior of L4 stage wild-type worm under blue and white light illumination**

To demonstrate that our system is applicable to smaller subjects, we also used early L4 stage worms which are less than half the size of the adult worms. Due to the smaller size, the force level was too low to be sensed by the pillars, but the worm tracking and light illumination worked well. Because the uncultivated worm exhibits a high sensitivity of avoidance to short-wave beaming, especially blue or ultraviolet light according to previous analysis, we first projected blue light to the head/tail segments and observed its locomotion patterns in the LC design. Then, we projected white light and observed its locomotion patterns in HC design, with the main aim to demonstrate the system’s capability of providing different environments and illumination patterns.

Fig. 7(a) shows three representative locomotion patterns, including forward crawling, reversal, and omega turn under different blue light illumination patterns, in an attempt to avoid light radiation. As a general trend, with blue light illuminating its tail segment, the worm mainly exhibited forward crawling pattern; with blue light on its head segment, the worm exhibited reversal pattern mainly; when blue light on both head and tail segments, the worm exhibits omega turn mainly, but also forward crawling and reversal. A video clip showing these three patterns is available. When only standard microscopy illumination is used in structured environments, these three locomotion patterns also co-exist but occur in a more stochastic

![FIG. 6. Time-elapsed force measurement of the four selected pillars (identified by color) for a period of 3.5 s during which white light was projected on the worm’s head.](image-url)
manner, different from the noticeable trends when the extra blue light applies. We speculate the specific illumination patterns play a role in exciting certain neurons in the head and tail segments of the worm. For example, A1Y interneurons residing in the head segment were found related to reversals during foraging behavior through optical controlling of neurons. Furthermore, using laser ablation of neurons, two anterior neurons AVA and AVB interneurons residing in the head segment were found related to reversals; and posterior neuron PLM mechanosensory neurons residing in tail segment were found related to forward crawling. It appears that neurons in the head segment are responsible for reversals and the neurons in the tail for forward crawling, while neurons from both segments coordinate together to generate omega turns.

We then changed the blue light to white, and changed the LC device to HC device, but projected light onto the same head/tail segment. Note here, we altered two factors simultaneously since we mainly aimed to demonstrate the system’s capability. If, however, the main aim is to compare the two experiments with biologically conclusive data, one needs to follow strictly the control variate method. Under the current condition, Fig. 7(b) shows the similar locomotion patterns of the worm, for both white and blue light illuminations under LC and HC microstructures. This is not surprising as the blue light is simply one component of white light. For both light illuminations, we observed a time delay between the light projection and locomotion patterns in response to the projection. This observation is aligned with the previous report that neurons fire after a period of accumulation upon external stimulation. Though we currently are not able to quantify the delay, it will be of interest to do so in future once our system is equipped with an imaging apparatus for neuron activities.

Through the above-mentioned experiments, we have demonstrated the successful running of the integrated system for tracking and illuminating wild-type worms. The system is
applicable for different stages of worms; able to generate and project desired illuminations of color, intensity, period, and pattern; and offers two configurations of environment-mimicking device. However, this work actually did not use any transgenetic worm in experiment to validate the effectiveness of optogenetics. There has been no direct evidence in genetics that neurons in N2 strain were excited. Therefore, it is more meaningful to use the transgenetic worm and verify the feasibility of the established method. This will be our future work.

CONCLUSIONS

We have fabricated PDMS micro-pillar array devices with two different configurations to mimic C. elegans habitat environment. To enable optogenetic illumination of C. elegans neurons and measure the corresponding thrust force, we incorporated two optical pathways in an existing inverted microscope. Together with the hardware setup, the system is equipped with four key modules accomplishing optogenetic illumination generation, illumination projection, automatic tracking of C. elegans, and force measurement. Specific optical settings have been configured, and customized image processing algorithms have been proposed to isolate the worm from the surrounding pillars and extract the skeleton. A LabVIEW-based GUI software has been programmed to support data collection. Using wild-type worms, we demonstrated the capability of the system in optical manipulation of C. elegans neurons, corresponding force measurement and observation of representative locomotive patterns. We envision that the integrated platform can serve as a powerful enabling tool for interrogation of neuron activities when C. elegans moves in its natural habitat-like environment.
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